BUSINESS FAILURES!

Manufacturer Daewoo was disbanded after the 1997 __ Financial Crisis.
Energy company __ went bankrupt in 2001 due to fraud and corruption.
__ Nutritionals suffered bad press when the founding doctor died.
Webvan.com, Kozmo.com, and Pets.com folded in the ___-___ bubble burst.
Toy train manufacturer __ entertained collectors for 93 years.
Washington __ Savings and Loan was the largest bank failure in history.
Pan Am World __ went bankrupt in 1991 after flying since 1927.
__ Bookstores failed to build their own online and e-reader business.
__ changed the music industry before being shut down by Federal Court.
The___ Image's Ionic Breeze air purifier actually created ozone.
manufacturer Fokker started in 1912 and went bankrupt in 1996.
__ Motor Company built only 8,900 DMC-12 cars before going bust.
Orion __ Corporation had several hit movies but fell to financial problems.
Based in ___ malls, KB Toys closed in 2009 after financial difficulties.
The national airline of Switzerland, __, ceased operations in 2002.
__ Steel Corporation was a leading U.S. manufacturer for nearly 150 years.
__ International had initial success with the C64, but alienated customers.
__ institutions IndyMac and Wachovia were absorbed by other firms.
The Hit Factory was a ___ studio in NYC that is now loft apartments.
F.W. ___ Company started in 1879 but bowed to competition in 1997.
World Championship ___ was owned by Ted Turner from 1988 to 2001.
Lehman Brothers operated for 158 years before declaring ___.
Retailer and former mail order empire __ Ward closed its stores in 2000.
__ built vehicles for over 100 years before closing in 1967.
Electronics retailers ____ and Ultimate Electronics failed in recent years.
West Cost clothing retailer __ liquidated in 2009 after 105 years.
Home __ retailer HomeBase closed in 2002 due to competition.
The ____ Football League failed to compete with the NFL in the ‘80s.

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

______

___

___
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